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The weak ompatness of almost Dunford-Pettis operatorsBelmesnaoui Aqzzouz, Aziz Elbour, Othman AboutafailAbstrat. We haraterize Banah latties on whih every positive almost Dunford-Pettis operator is weakly ompat.Keywords: almost Dunford-Pettis operator, weakly ompat operator, order on-tinuous norm, reexive Banah spaeClassi�ation: 46A40, 46B40, 46B421. Introdution and notationReall fromWnuk [4℄ that an operator T from a Banah lattie E into a Banahspae F is said to be almost Dunford-Pettis if (kT (xn)k) onverges to 0 for everyweakly null sequene (xn) onsisting of pairwise disjoint elements in E.As Dunford-Pettis operators [2℄, there exists an almost Dunford-Pettis operatorwhih is not weakly ompat. In fat, the identity operator of the Banah lat-tie L1([0; 1℄) is almost Dunford-Pettis (beause L1([0; 1℄) has the positive Shurproperty) but not weakly ompat. Conversely, there exists a weakly ompatoperator whih is not almost Dunford-Pettis. In fat, the identity operator of theBanah lattie l2 is weakly ompat but not almost Dunford-Pettis.The aim of this paper is to present some neessary and suÆient onditions foralmost Dunford-Pettis operators being weakly ompat. More preisely, we willprove that every almost Dunford-Pettis operator T from a Banah lattie E intoa Banah spae Y is weakly ompat if and only if the norm of the topologialdual E0 is order ontinuous or Y is reexive (Theorem 2.1). As a onsequene, weobtain a haraterization of the order ontinuity of a dual norm (Corollary 2.3) anda haraterization of a reexive Banah spae (Corollary 2.4). After that, we willshow that the lass of almost Dunford-Pettis operators satis�es the dominationproperty (Proposition 2.5). Finally, we will prove that the seond power of everypositive almost Dunford-Pettis operator T from a Banah lattie E into itself, isweakly ompat if and only if the norm of E0 is order ontinuous (Theorem 2.6).To state our results, we need to �x some notation and reall some de�nitions.A Banah lattie is a Banah spae (E; k � k) suh that E is a vetor lattie andits norm satis�es the following property: for every x; y 2 E suh that jxj � jyj,we have kxk � kyk. If E is a Banah lattie, its topologial dual E0, endowedwith the dual norm and the dual order, is also a Banah lattie. A norm k � k ofa Banah lattie E is order ontinuous if for every net (x�) suh that x� # 0 in



32 B. Aqzzouz, A. Elbour, O. AboutafailE, (x�) onverges to 0 for the norm k � k where the notation x� # 0 means thatthe net (x�) is dereasing, its in�mum exists and inf(x�) = 0.We will use the term operator T : E �! F between two Banah spaes tomean a bounded linear mapping. An operator T : E �! F between two Banahlatties is positive if T (x) � 0 in F whenever x � 0 in E. Note that every positivelinear mapping on a Banah lattie is ontinuous.We refer to [1℄ for unexplained terminology of the Banah lattie theory andpositive operators.2. Main resultsOur �rst result gives neessary and suÆient onditions under whih everyalmost Dunford-Pettis operator is weakly ompat.Theorem 2.1. Let E be a Banah lattie and let Y be a Banah spae. Thenthe following assertions are equivalent:(1) Every almost Dunford-Pettis operator T : E �! Y is weakly ompat.(2) Every Dunford-Pettis operator T : E �! Y is weakly ompat.(3) One of the following statements is valid:(a) The norm of E0 is order ontinuous.(b) Y is reexive.Proof: (1))(2) Obvious.(2))(3) Assume by way of ontradition that the norm of E0 is not orderontinuous and Y is not reexive. By Theorem 2.4.14 of [3℄ we may assume thatl1 is a losed sublattie of E, and it follows from Proposition 2.3.11 of [3℄ thatthere is a positive projetion P from E onto l1.Also, sine the losed unit ball of Y is not weakly ompat, it follows fromEberlein-�Smulian theorem [1, Theorem 3.40℄ that there exists a sequene (xn) inBY whih does not have any weakly onvergent subsequene. We onsider theoperator S de�ned by S : l1 �! Y; (�n) 7�! 1Xn=1�nxn:Note that in view of 1Xn=1 k�nxnk �  1Xn=1 j�nj! <1;the series de�ning S onverges in norm for every (�n) 2 l1, and then S is wellde�ned. We have to prove that T = S Æ P : E �! Y is Dunford-Pettis. Sinel1 has the Shur property (i.e. every sequene weakly onverging to zero in l1 isnorm onvergent to zero [1, Theorem 4.32℄), its identity operator Idl1 : l1 �! l1is Dunford-Pettis. So, the omposed operator T = S Æ Idl1 ÆP is Dunford-Pettis.



The weak ompatness of almost Dunford-Pettis operators 33But the operator T is not weakly ompat. In fat, note that xn = S Æ P (en)for all n 2 N, where en is the sequene with the n'th entry equal to 1 and allothers to zero. Sine the sequene (xn) does not have any weakly onvergentsubsequene, we onlude that T is not weakly ompat, whih ontradits (2).(a))(1) By Proposition 3.6.12 of [3℄ it suÆes to show that T is M-weaklyompat (i.e. kTxnk �! 0 for every disjoint sequene (xn) in the losed unitball BE). To see this, let (xn) be a disjoint sequene in BE . Sine the normof E0 is order ontinuous, it follows from Theorem 2.4.14 of [3℄ that xn �! 0for �(E;E0). Now, as T is almost Dunford-Pettis, kTxnk �! 0 and hene T isM-weakly ompat.(b))(1) In this situation, every operator from E into Y is weakly ompat. �If in Theorem 2.1, the Banah spae Y is a Banah lattie, we obtainTheorem 2.2. Let E and F be two Banah latties. Then the following assertionsare equivalent:(1) Every positive almost Dunford-Pettis operator T : E �! F is weaklyompat.(2) Every positive Dunford-Pettis operator T : E �! F is weakly ompat.(3) One of the following statements is valid:(a) The norm of E0 is order ontinuous.(b) F is reexive.Proof: It suÆes to prove that (2))(3). But this is the same as the impliation(2))(3) in the Theorem 2.1 by observing that the Banah lattie F is reexiveif and only if the positive part of its unit ball is weakly ompat. �As a onsequene of Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following haraterization ofthe order ontinuity of the dual norm:Corollary 2.3. Let E be a Banah lattie. Then the following statements areequivalent:(1) Every almost Dunford-Pettis operator T from E into E is weakly ompat.(2) Every positive almost Dunford-Pettis operator T from E into E is weaklyompat.(3) The norm of E0 is order ontinuous.Another onsequene of Theorem 2.1 is given by the following interesting resulton reexive Banah spaes:Corollary 2.4. For a Banah spae Y , the following statements are equivalent:(1) If E is an in�nite dimensional AL-spae, then every operator T : E �! Yis weakly ompat.(2) Every operator T : L1[0; 1℄ �! Y is weakly ompat.(3) Every operator T : l1 �! Y is weakly ompat.(4) Y is reexive.



34 B. Aqzzouz, A. Elbour, O. AboutafailProof: (1))(2) and (1))(3) are obvious (beause L1[0; 1℄ and l1 are AL-spaes).(2))(4) If every operator T : L1[0; 1℄ �! Y is weakly ompat, then it followsfrom Theorem 2.1 that the norm of (L1[0; 1℄)0 is order ontinuous or Y is reexive.But the norm of (L1[0; 1℄)0 = L1[0; 1℄ is not order ontinuous. So Y is reexive.(3))(4) Repeat the argument of the impliation (2))(4).(4))(1) Obvious. �Finally, note that there exists a Banah lattie E and there exists an almostDunford-Pettis operator T from E into E suh that its seond power operator T 2is not weakly ompat. In fat, the operator T = Idl1 is almost Dunford-Pettisbut its seond power T 2 = Idl1 is not weakly ompat.To give neessary and suÆient onditions for whih eah positive almostDunford-Pettis operator T from E into E admits a seond power operator T 2whih is weakly ompat, we need to establish a result on the domination for thelass of almost Dunford-Pettis operators.Proposition 2.5. Let E and F be two Banah latties and let S; T : E �! Fbe two operators suh that 0 � S � T and T is almost Dunford-Pettis. Then Sis also almost Dunford-Pettis.Proof: Let (xn) be a disjoint sequene of E suh that xn �! 0 for �(E;E0); itfollows from [4, Remark 1℄ that jxnj �! 0 for �(E;E0). Sine T is almost Dunford-Pettis, thus kT (jxnj)k �! 0. Using the inequalities jS(xn)j � S(jxnj) � T (jxnj),we see that kS(xn)k � kT (jxnj)k for all n, from whih we get kS(xn)k �! 0, andhene the operator S is almost Dunford-Pettis. �Now, we give our seond main result.Theorem 2.6. Let E be a Banah lattie. Then the following onditions areequivalent:(1) For all positive operators S and T from E into E suh that 0 � S � Tand T is almost Dunford-Pettis, the operator S is weakly ompat.(2) Every positive almost Dunford-Pettis operator T from E into E is weaklyompat.(3) For every positive almost Dunford-Pettis operator T from E into E, theseond power operator T 2 is weakly ompat.(4) The norm of E0 is order ontinuous.Proof: (1))(2))(3) Obvious.(3))(4) If the norm in E0 is not order ontinuous, then E ontains a positivelyomplemented opy of l1, and learly a positive projetion P : E �! l1 �! Eis a Dunford-Pettis operator from E into E whose square P 2 = P is not weaklyompat beause P �xes a opy of l1.(4))(1) Let S and T be two operators from E into E suh that 0 � S � Tand T is almost Dunford-Pettis. By Proposition 2.5, the operator S is almostDunford-Pettis. Finally, the result follows from Theorem 2.1. �
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